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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider a Call Admission Control (CAC) protocol which meets the challenge to support the 
guarantees of Quality of Service (QoS). The finite population limited fractional guard channel (FPLFGC) policy is 
derived which allows the reservation of a real number of channels rather than an integer number of channels. It 
reduces the new call blocking probability, increases the channel utilization and keeps the handoff call dropping 
probability almost unchanged. The analytical model is used to investigate the impacts of the threshold for managing 
the new call blocking and handoff dropping probabilities. Numerical results are included to illustrate the effectiveness 
of the proposed model. These results clearly demonstrate that different threshold settings can provide different 
tradeoffs between dropping and blocking probabilities to suit different network service requirements. The proposed 
policy is shown to be more effective than the finite population guard channel (FPGC) policy in minimizing blocking 
probability of new calls and the number of needed channels while holding the constraint on dropping probability of 
handoff calls. 
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1. Introduction 
The convenience of use and freedom to move anywhere making the cellular wireless networks 
popular among the users. In cellular mobile systems, spectrum available for communication is limited. 
Hence, efficient utilization of the scarce spectrum allocated for cellular communication is a major 
challenge in cellular system design. Frequency reuse and channel assignment schemes are discussed in 
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Katzela et al.[1], Sidi and Starobinski [2] and Hong and Rappaport [3]. Without frequency reuse a cellular 
mobile communication system have limited number of channels and need to cover a large area with 
higher power of transmission. This is appears to be unrealistic to accommodate hues number of cellular 
mobile users and satisfying QoS requirement of multimedia communication which require higher 
bandwidth.  
A solution to the above problem is splitting of big geographical area into small size cells, each of 
which allocates a set of frequency channels in different form allocated to neighboring cells to avoid co-
channel interference. The smaller cell size results into an undesirable increase in handoffs which are 
essential to provide continuity of ongoing calls when mobile subscriber moves into an adjacent cell is 
given in Posner and Guerin [4] and Oh and Tcha [5]. 
Channel allocation strategies will impact the performance of the system particularly when a mobile 
user making a new call or the user handoff from one cell to another cell. Handoff is an essential element 
of cellular communication systems since it enables two adjacent base stations (BS) to ensure the 
continuity of a conversation. From the users‟ viewpoint, dropping probability of handoff calls is 
considerably less desirable than blocking a new call. Handover prioritization schemes result in a decrease 
of handover dropping probability and in an increase of new call blocking probability that, in turn, reduces 
the total admitted traffic. The concept of these strategies is to reserve a number of channels called guard 
channels (GC) exclusively for handovers. To overcome this problem different schemes have been 
proposed: fractional guard channel (FGC), limited fractional guard channel (LFGC) and the uniform 
fractional guard channel (UFGC) schemes. General call admission FGC schemes have been studied in 
Ramjee et al. [6] and Luis et al. [7]. Beigy and Meybodi [8, 9] explained LFGC and UFGC schemes, 
which are particular examples of FGC scheme. LFGC scheme controls communication service quality by 
effectively varying the average number of reserved channels by a fraction of one where as UFGC accepts 
new calls with an admission probability independent of channel occupancy.  
The implicit infinite population assumption becomes unrealistic when the cell size is small. The fact 
that some users are active significantly reduces the number of users that may issue new call requests. 
However, mobility must be considered in the high population density scenario. A user entering the cell 
makes the population size increase, while a user roaming out of the cell makes it decrease. Thus, an 
accurate description of the small cell case requires the development of a finite population model. Cell 
with limited population size and without mobility have been reported in Kulavaratharasah and Aghvami 
[10], Lin and Chang [11], Rappaport and Hu [12] and Gu rin [13]. Mobility of the users also poises a 
challenge to the network engineers for achieving the desired quality of service (QoS). So, an efficient 
model is needed which provide a trade-off between new and handoff calls in finite population scenario.  
The existing GC schemes often reduce the handoff dropping probability at the expense of the 
increase in the new call blocking probability. To reduce the deteriorating effects of GC on the new call 
blocking probability, this paper proposes a finite population limited fractional guard channel (FPLFGC) 
scheme for handoff and new calls. We investigate the effectiveness of this scheme in small size cell 
environment where population size is constant. We present an efficient CAC scheme for handling trade-
off between new and handoff calls for maintaining QoS in terms of call blocking and dropping 
probabilities. The proposed scheme can provide better performance in QoS provisioning and utilized 
limited channel resources more efficiently compare to finite population guard channel (FPGC) scheme.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents system description and assumptions. 
Section 3 presents the analytical model and derives the expressions of the performance measures. Section 
4 contains numerical analysis to show the effectiveness of the model parameters. Section 5 concludes the 
paper. 
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2.  System Description And Assumption 
In Guard Channel (GC) scheme, some channels are exclusively reserved for handoff attempts in the 
cellular network, but in some situations this may not be effectively used. Whenever the channel 
occupancy exceeds the certain threshold , the guard channel scheme rejects new calls until the channel 
occupancy goes below the threshold. An arriving handoff call will always be admitted as long as cell has 
a free channel. As the number of guard Channels increased, the blocking probability of new calls will be 
increased while the dropping probability of handoff calls will be reduced as explained in Oh and Teha [5]. 
In order to have more control on blocking probability of new calls and the dropping probability of 
handoff calls, limited fractional guard channel policy (LFGC) is introduced in Ramjee et al. [6]. The 
LFGC policy is similar to the GC policy except when  channels are occupied in the cell; it accepts new 
calls with probability . The need to increase the network capacity leads to reuse frequencies by means of 
small cells in high population density environments. Recent communication systems provide the 
provision of high bandwidth services with high mobility. When users in a cell are few, it significantly 
reduces the number of users that may issue new call requests. An user entering the cell makes the 
population size increase, while an user roaming out of the cell makes it decrease. Thus, the finite 
population model is an accurate model to describe the small cell case. In this paper, we proposed a finite 
population limited fractional guard channel policy (FPLFGC).  
We consider a cellular network in which a mobile communicates with others via a base station while 
residing in the cell of that base station as given in Fig 1. When a mobile leaves a cell, it could be either 
successfully handed off, or dropped in case of shortage of channels in the new cell. Since dropping 
handoff calls is usually less desirable and less tolerable than blocking newly initiated calls, we assume a 
traffic model that gives priority to handoff attempts. This is achieved by restricting new incoming calls 
into the system once the system load exceeds a certain threshold. Obviously, this threshold is a design 
parameter, and one of the objectives in this paper is to determine the proper value of this threshold. At 
threshold point originating calls are accepted with admission probability β (0 ≤ i ≤ 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. System model for channel allocation 
We assume a homogeneous multi-cellular system and experience the same traffic patterns. This allows 
us to consider only one cell for our performance study and all other cell catch the interaction through 
handoff call arrival process. The number of channels in each cell is assumed to be . Population of the 
target cell assumed to be constant denoted by . Call in target cell can be classified in to new call and 
handoff call. The new and handoff call arrival process are assumed to be Poisson process with mean 
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arrival rate  and , respectively. The channel holding time is the time for which a call is active in the 
target cell. The mean channel holding time is given by . 
3. Analytical Model 
As a homogeneous system is assumed, we analyzed the overall system performance by focusing on 
one target cell. Let us assume the state of the target cell is j, where j represents the number of active users 
in the target cell. Let  be the steady state probability that there are  channels busy. In state 
, the total arrival rate request is given by , 
, where ,  and . The total 
arrival rate request in state  is given by , but the service rate is . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. FPLFGC state transition diagram  
 
Considering the state transition diagram of Fig 2, the steady state probability,  is determined as follows. 
  
 
 
where . Using the normalization condition,  is given by  
 
 
 
(1) 
 
The probability that a handoff call finds all channels are busy on its arrival, that is, handoff dropping 
probability  can be computed as,  
 
 
The probability that a new call arrival fails on incurring a channel or finds all channels are busy, that is, 
the blocking probability  of a new call is  
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The channel utilization is defined as the ratio of the expected value of the channels occupied by calls to 
the capacity of the system. Thus, the channel utilization ( ) can be given as  
 
 
 
 
(2) 
We define an overall blocking probability ( ) (or cost function) to evaluate the relative penalty from  
and , as 
 
 
where  is a weighing factor. The value of  depends on the emphasis laid on the quality of 
service requirements for  and . Usually, interruption of handoff calls upset customers much more 
than blocking of new calls. In other words,  is more significant than , hence the value of  should be 
confined to be less than . 
4. Numerical Results 
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the analytical model of FPLFGC policy, numerous validation 
experiments have been performed for several combinations of different handoff and new calls and 
numbers of channels reserved to handoff calls. To show the improvement provided by the finite 
population LFGC scheme we compare the relative performance with finite population guard channel 
(FPGC) scheme. The FPGC scheme is a special case of FPLFGC with β=0 where both new and handoff 
calls are accepted up to state T and rest C-T channels are reserved for handoff calls. This is an efficient 
scheme when handoff calls are more than new calls. The FPLFGC scheme increases the performance of 
blocking probability, because at threshold point new calls are accepted with admission probability β. 
FPLFGC scheme can improves both QoS and system capacity by choosing appropriate parameters of T 
and β.  
Fig. 3. (a) Offered load versus ;  (b) Offered load versus  
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Fig 3. (a) and (b) depict the new call blocking probability and handoff call dropping probability, 
respectively, under different offered load. We choose the following set of parameters: , , 
, , . It can be observed that with increase of offered load both blocking and 
dropping probabilities increases irrespective of CAC scheme. But it is interesting to mark that  
performs better in FPLFGC scheme than FPGC scheme as it accepts more than  new calls with 
probability . Fig 3.(b) shows dropping probability for FPLFGC scheme is little more in comparison to 
FPGC scheme. It shows that the FPLFGC scheme is effective in reducing new call blocking probability.  
 
Fig. 4. (a)  Population versus ; (b) Population versus  
 
Fig. 5 (a)  versus ; (b) Offered load versus channel utilization 
 
Fig 4.(a) illustrates the effect of population size on blocking probability for various threshold . The 
parameters are taken as  ,  and . We observe that the blocking probability 
increases as population size  increases. It can be seen that for a constant population size with increase of 
threshold value  , the new call blocking probability minimizes. Hence choosing a proper threshold value, 
act as a trade-off between more or less blocking of new calls. Here, threshold  can be marked as a design 
parameter. 
Fig 4. (b) demonstrates the behaviour of overall blocking probability for different population size in 
FPGC and FPLFGC policies. The plot parameters are taken as  , ,  and . We 
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observed that overall blocking probability increases as population size increases. The value of overall 
blocking probability depends on the QoS requirements for both blocking and dropping probability. The 
handoff dropping is more significant than new call blocking probability, because interruption of handoff 
calls upset customers much more than blocking of new calls. It implies that it is better to keep weighing 
factor ( ) less than  to reduce the overall blocking probability. It can be observed that under this 
condition FPLFGC maintains low overall blocking probability than FPGC, which shows the effectiveness 
of FPLFGC scheme.  
Fig 5.(a) plots an effect of acceptance probability  on blocking probability of new calls for 
various threshold . The parameters are taken as ,   and . It can be 
observed that with increase of acceptance probability blocking probability reduces for all values of . 
When threshold value is more the blocking probability results in smaller values, which increase QoS of 
the system. So, proper threshold value and acceptance probability in FPLFGC scheme play a major role 
in QoS requirement of cellular networks. 
Fig 5.(b) depicts offered load versus channel utilization for both FPLFGC and FPGC schemes. The 
parameters are taken as , ,  and . It can be observed that as offered load 
increases channel utilization increases in both the schemes. But the difference of channel utilization in 
FPLFGC and FPGC policy is remarkable. Channel utilization plays a major role for maintaining QoS in 
cellular networks and it can be seen that FPLFGC scheme outperforms. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, the effect of users‟ mobility on the system capacity carried out with the finite 
population limited fractional guard channel (FPLFGC) strategy, which can be used to finely control the 
communication service quality by varying the number of channels reserved for handoff calls in a fraction 
of one. The performance evaluation of the proposed analytical model can be used to obtain the optimal 
setting of the threshold in order to reach the good trade-off among the dropping probability of handoff 
calls and the blocking probability of new calls. Results show that our scheme achieves a better balance of 
handoff dropping and new call blocking probability while maximizing resource utilization, and 
outperform the channel reservation schemes. Hence, settings of these parameters can be chosen to suit the 
type of service required. It is shown that FPLFGC scheme can provide better performance in QoS 
provisioning and utilized limited channel resources more efficiently compare to finite population guard 
channel (FPGC) scheme. This novel idea can be used in a variety of communication systems where there 
is a limited availability of communication resources to prioritize some types of call arrivals. The benefit 
of the proposed scheme can efficiently be utilized for handover management in multimedia mobile 
cellular networks. 
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